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Abstract 14	

Cell cycle checkpoint signaling stringently regulates chromosome segregation during cell 15	

division. MAD2 is one of the key components of the spindle and mitotic checkpoint complex 16	

that regulates the fidelity of cell division along with MAD1, CDC20, BUBR1, BUB3 and 17	

MAD3. MAD2 ablation leads to erroneous attachment of kinetochore-spindle fibres and 18	

defective chromosome separation. A potential role for MAD2 in the regulation of events beyond 19	

the spindle and mitotic checkpoints is not clear. Together with active spindle assembly 20	

checkpoint signaling, AURORA B kinase activity is essential for chromosome condensation as 21	

cells enter mitosis. AURORA B phosphorylates histone H3 at serine 10 and serine 28 to facilitate 22	

the formation of condensed metaphase chromosomes. In the absence of functional AURORA B 23	

cells escape mitosis despite the presence of misaligned chromosomes. In this study we report that 24	

silencing of MAD2 results in a drastic reduction of metaphase-specific histone H3 25	

phosphorylation at serine 10 and serine 28. We demonstrate that this is due to mislocalization of 26	

AURORA B in the absence of MAD2. Conversely, overexpression of MAD2 concentrated the 27	

localization of AURORA B at the metaphase plate and caused hyper-phosphorylation of histone 28	

H3. We find that MAD1 plays a minor role in influencing the MAD2-dependent regulation of 29	

AURORA B suggesting that the effects of MAD2 on AURORA B are independent of the spindle 30	

checkpoint complex. Our findings reveal that, in addition to its role in checkpoint signaling, 31	

MAD2 ensures chromosome stability through the regulation of AURORA B.   32	

 33	

 34	

  35	
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Introduction 36	

MAD2 is a critical member of the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) and mitotic 37	

checkpoint (MCC) complexes. At the onset of mitosis MAD2 and its interacting partner MAD1 38	

bind to unattached kinetochores and activate SAC signaling to ensure proper spindle microtubule 39	

and kinetochore attachments and the fidelity of chromosome segregation 1. MAD2 together with 40	

other checkpoint proteins CDC20, BUBR1, BUB3 and MAD3 form the MCC which blocks the 41	

function of Anaphase promoting complex/Cyclosome (APC/C).  This pauses the cells in 42	

metaphase until all the chromosomes are properly attached and bi-oriented 2, 3.  43	

In addition to SAC- and MCC-based regulation of the cell cycle, several kinases and 44	

phosphatases also play important roles in guiding stringent chromosome segregation. AURORA 45	

B kinase is a member of the chromosome passenger complex (CPC) which associates with the 46	

inner centromeres and regulates chromosome separation during mitosis 4. AURORA B targets 47	

histone H3 S10 and S28 and their phosphorylation marks the condensed metaphase 48	

chromosomes 5. Recent studies have suggested a possible link between MAD2 and AURORA B 49	

function during mitosis 6. However it is not clear how MAD2 directly regulates AURORA B 50	

function to promote proper chromosome separation and genomic stability. We show here that 51	

MAD2 is a critical mediator of chromosome segregation by regulating the mitotic localization 52	

and function of AURORA B. RNAi-mediated silencing of MAD2 results in aberrant localization 53	

of AURORA B at the metaphase plate and consequent loss of histone H3 phosphorylation. Our 54	

results also show that MAD2 (not MAD1) is the critical SAC component which modulates 55	

mitotic functions of AUORORA B and is instrumental in preventing chromosome-segregation 56	

defects.  57	
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Results 58	

MAD2 regulates AURORA B-mediated mitotic phosphorylation of histone H3 59	

Our earlier work suggested that MAD2 might play a role in events leading to chromosome 60	

condensation during mitosis 7. To study the effect of MAD2 on epigenetic changes linked to 61	

condensed metaphase chromosomes 8, 9 we silenced MAD2 in HeLa cells and found that the 62	

phosphorylation status of histone H3 S10 and S28 residues was drastically reduced (Fig. 1A). 63	

Immunofluorescence analysis of metaphase chromosomes in HeLa cells revealed mitotic specific 64	

reduction of histone H3 phosphorylation after MAD2 silencing (Fig. 1B). RNAi-mediated 65	

silencing of AURORA B also resulted in a significant reduction of H3 S10 and S28 66	

phosphorylation levels (Fig. 1A, 1C). We next performed siRNA-rescue experiments to confirm 67	

the specificity of the observed effect on H3 phosphorylation. Our results showed that co-68	

transfection of a MAD2 expression plasmid 10 (that is RNAi-resistant in our system) can rescue 69	

the phosphorylation of histone H3S28 in MAD2-silenced HeLa cells. The recovery in the level 70	

of histone H3 phosphorylation was comparable to the control cells (Fig. 1D).   71	

Similar to the observations above, our recent study showed that MAD2 knockdown in WiT49 72	

and M15 cells also resulted in a drastic reduction in H3 S10 phosphorylation 7. Interestingly, 73	

knockdown of either MAD2 or AURORA B in MCF7 cells had negligible effect on mitotic 74	

histone H3 S10 phosphorylation but still caused a significant reduction in phosphorylation of 75	

histone H3 (S28) (Supplementary Fig. S1A), Taken together the results suggest cell type specific 76	

effects of MAD2 depletion on histone H3 phosphorylation.  77	

At the onset of mitosis, histone H3 is known to be phosphorylated by HASPIN kinase at 78	

Threonine 3 residue. Phosphorylation of Histone H3T3 is crucial for the recruitment of 79	
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AURORA B at the centromeres 11, 12. However, AURORA B has been shown to regulate the 80	

phosphorylation status of histone H3T3 via a feedback loop 13, 14. We therefore determined if 81	

MAD2 knockdown influences H3T3 phosphorylation. Interestingly, we found that MAD2 82	

ablation resulted in a significant reduction of H3T3 phosphorylation in both HeLa and WiT49 83	

cells (Fig. 1E). This result shows that MAD2 most likely affects multiple signaling pathways by 84	

directly regulating AURORA B. Hence silencing MAD2 negatively affects AURORA B 85	

mediated phosphorylation of the histone H3 tail which is essential for mitotic chromosomal 86	

condensation.  87	

 88	

MAD2 regulates AURORA B localization during mitosis 89	

The expression and activity of AURORA B peaks during mitosis 5. AURORA B along with three 90	

other proteins, SURVIVIN, BOREALIN and INCENP form the chromosome passenger complex 91	

(CPC) 4, 15. Our results so far have shown that MAD2 ablation results in the reduced 92	

phosphorylation of histone H3. In order to identify the role of MAD2 in the regulation of mitotic 93	

localization of AURORA B, we silenced MAD2 in different cell lines and studied AURORA B 94	

localization using immunofluorescence analysis. Our results in HeLa, WiT49 (Figs. 2A and 2B) 95	

and MCF7 cells (Supplementary Fig. S1B) show that AURORA B occupancy at the metaphase 96	

plate is reduced upon MAD2 silencing.  97	

MAD2 ablation is known to promote early anaphase entry due to inactive mitotic 98	

checkpoint function, which might account for the effects that we have observed so far. To rule 99	

out this possibility we performed experiments in presence of the proteasome inhibitor MG-132 100	

(5 µM) for 4 hours 6 which effectively prevents mitotic exit and arrests the cells at metaphase 101	
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(Fig. 2C). The cells were transfected with either MAD2 siRNA or AURORA B siRNA (similar 102	

to that described in Fig. 1), followed by a 4 hour treatment with either DMSO or MG-132 103	

(5 µM). Our results show that delaying anaphase entry did not significantly change the effect of 104	

silencing MAD2 or AURORA B on histone H3 (S28) phosphorylation (Fig. 2D). Taken together, 105	

our data show that MAD2 has a profound effect on AURORA B recruitment and function during 106	

mitosis and provide strong evidence that AURORA B can be regulated by SAC signaling 107	

components. Interestingly, we found no significant defects in the mitotic localization of 108	

SURVIVIN (another member of CPC) 4, 15 upon MAD2 silencing in HeLa and WiT49 cells 109	

(Figs. 2E and 2F). This observation suggests that MAD2 may not influence the functional 110	

integrity of the CPC but rather affects specific properties of AURORA B.  111	

 112	

MAD2 overexpression enhances AURORA B-mediated phosphorylation of histone H3 113	

during mitosis 114	

Silencing MAD2 leads to mislocalized AURORA B and reduced histone H3 115	

phosphorylation during mitosis which promotes error-prone cell division. We next tested 116	

whether MAD2 overexpression conversely affects AURORA B function 10. Fig. 3A shows that 117	

overexpression of MAD2 increased phosphorylation of histone H3 at both S10 and S28 residues. 118	

Moreover, HeLa cells transfected with MAD2 overexpression construct exhibited enhanced 119	

AURORA B signal at the metaphase plate when compared to the control transfected cells (Fig. 120	

3B). Again, blocking early mitotic exit using MG-132 (5 µM) for 4 hours had no significant 121	

effect on the elevation of histone H3 (S28) hyper-phosphorylation in MAD2 overexpressing cells 122	

when compared to control DMSO-treated cells.  123	
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 124	

MAD1 and MAD2 complex regulates mitotic functions of AURORA B  125	

Our results so far have shown that perturbation in MAD2 protein level significantly alters 126	

the status of histone H3 phosphorylation and AURORA B occupancy during mitosis. MAD2 127	

plays an important role in the initiation of spindle assembly checkpoint signaling along with 128	

MAD1 at the kinetochores. MAD1 recruits soluble O-MAD2 (open conformation of MAD2) and 129	

stimulates the conversion to C-MAD2 (closed active conformation of MAD2). During pro-130	

metaphase the MAD1-MAD2 tetramer binds to the unattached kinetochores and amplifies SAC 131	

signaling 1-3. In order to determine if MAD1-mediated initial recruitment of MAD2 is the critical 132	

step in regulating AURORA B function, we silenced MAD1 in HeLa cells and analyzed the 133	

phosphorylation levels of histone H3 (S10 and S28). Interestingly, loss of MAD1 resulted in only 134	

a minor reduction in the level of histone H3 phosphorylation (S10 or S28; Fig. 4A), when 135	

compared to the effect of MAD2 silencing (Fig. 1A). Furthermore, immunofluorescence analysis 136	

of MAD1-silenced cells did not show a significant difference in either AURORA B occupancy 137	

or histone H3 phosphorylation during metaphase (Fig. 4B). These observations suggest that the 138	

effects of MAD2 reported here are only marginally influenced by MAD1 and thus soluble C-139	

MAD2 is the likely entity that regulates the events downstream of the initial SAC activation.  140	

  141	
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Discussion 142	

The fidelity of chromosome segregation during cell division is controlled by the delicate 143	

balance of expression and activity of several spindle and mitotic checkpoint proteins 16. Loss of 144	

MAD2 or other mitotic checkpoint components promotes catastrophic events such as early 145	

mitotic exit with chromosome mis-segregation and accumulation of aneuploidy. Activation of 146	

checkpoint signaling arrests the cells at metaphase until all the attachment errors are rectified and 147	

the chromosomes are properly bi-oriented at the metaphase plate. Together with these checkpoint 148	

proteins, the expression of checkpoint-regulatory factors such as p31 comet 17, 18 and recently 149	

identified, WT1 7 modulate the signaling pathway via MAD2 interaction and regulate the timing 150	

of mitotic exit.  151	

In this study we have demonstrated that silencing of MAD2 has effects beyond 152	

spindle/mitotic checkpoint function that are critical for the function of AURORA B kinase, one 153	

of the key members of CPC. MAD2 is important for the proper localization of AURORA B and 154	

also AURORA B-dependent histone H3 phosphorylation during mitosis. How MAD2 connects 155	

with AURORA B is not clear. Our data could be explained either by direct regulation of 156	

AURORA B catalytic activity, control of AURORA B localization, or a combination of these 157	

effects. The results presented here suggest that the regulation of AURORA B by MAD2 is likely 158	

to be independent of the MCC, but whether other intermediary factors are involved will require 159	

further studies.  Our findings add a new dimension to the role of MAD2 in cell division where it 160	

regulates AURORA B recruitment and mitotic phosphorylation of several key residues of histone 161	

H3 (T3, S10 and S28). However, cell type specific differences may further fine-tune the effect of 162	

MAD2 on AURORA B function as evident from our results with MCF7 cells. Interestingly, an 163	

earlier study 6 also reported contrasting effects in the non-cancerous cell line RPE1. It is 164	
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therefore likely that additional cellular factors play an important role in MAD2-mediated 165	

regulation of AURORA B. In summary, our results suggest that MAD2 acts as a junction in 166	

connecting multiple cell cycle checkpoint signaling pathways (SAC, MCC and CPC) to maintain 167	

genomic stability.  168	

169	
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Materials and Methods 170	

Cell culture and Transfection 171	

HeLa, WiT49 and MCF7 cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) 172	

FBS at 37°C. Transfection of plasmids was performed using Effectene reagent (Qiagen). Cells 173	

were harvested 48 hours after transfection and processed for different assays. MAD2, MAD1 and 174	

AURORA B siRNAs were obtained from Qiagen. siRNAs were transfected using Hiperfect 175	

reagent (Qiagen) for 48 hours. For the MAD2 rescue experiment siRNA targeting 3′UTR of 176	

MAD2 (CTGAAAGTAACTCATAATCTA) was used which has no affect on the coding 177	

sequence of the MAD2 overexpression plasmid. 178	

Western Blotting and Immunofluorescence Analysis 179	

Western blotting analysis was performed as described before 7 using antibodies: MAD2 180	

(C-19-sc-6329) and SURVIVIN (D-8, sc-17779) were obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. 181	

MAD2 (A300-301A) and MAD1 (A300-339A) antibodies were obtained from Bethyl 182	

laboratories. H3S10p (ab5176), H3S28p (ab5169), H3 (ab1791), AURORA B (ab3609) and β-183	

TUBULIN (ab6046) antibodies were obtained from Abcam. H3T3p (07-424) antibody was 184	

obtained from Millipore. Immunofluorescence analysis was performed as previously described 7.  185	
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Figure Legends 234	

Figure 1: MAD2 regulates AURORA B-mediated mitotic phosphorylation of histone H3 235	

(A). HeLa cells were transfected with control, MAD2 siRNA or AURORA B siRNA for 48 236	

hours, followed by immunoblotting with anti-MAD2, anti-AURORA B and anti-TUBULIN 237	

antibodies for control. The phosphorylation status of histone H3 residues serine 10 and serine 28 238	

were probed with phospho-site specific antibodies. Histone H3 Western blotting was performed 239	

as a control. (B). Immunofluorescence analysis of control and MAD2 siRNA transfected HeLa 240	

cells was performed with the specific antibodies to visualize phosphorylation status of histone 241	

H3 (S10 and S28) during metaphase. DNA was stained with Hoechst. (C). AURORA B siRNA 242	

transfected HeLa cells were analyzed as in B. Scale bar is 10 microns. (D). HeLa cells were 243	

transfected with either control or MAD2 siRNA for 48 hours. The control and siRNA transfected 244	

cells (24 hours after first transfection) were then co-transfected with either vector or MAD2 245	

expression plasmid (that is RNAi-resistant) for another 24 hours. The cells were then immuno-246	

blotted with anti-MAD2, anti-phospho-H3S28 and anti-TUBULIN antibodies. (E). HeLa cells 247	

and WiT49 cells were transfected with either control or MAD2 siRNA for 48 hours and Western 248	

blotting was done with anti-MAD2, anti-phospho-H3T3 and anti-TUBULIN antibodies. 249	

 250	

Figure 2: MAD2 regulates AURORA B localization during mitosis 251	

(A). HeLa and (B) WiT49 cells were transfected with control or MAD2 siRNA for 48 hours, 252	

followed by immunofluorescence analysis with anti-MAD2 and anti-AURORA B antibodies to 253	

visualize the mitotic localization of AURORA B during mitosis. DNA was stained with Hoechst. 254	

Scale bar is 10 microns. (C). Mitotic index showing percentage of HeLa cells in mitosis after 255	
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treatment with either DMSO (control) or MG-132 (5µM) for 4 hours (D). HeLa cells were 256	

transfected with control, MAD2 and AURORA B siRNA for 48 hours followed by treatment 257	

with either DMSO or MG-132 (5 µM) for 4 hours. Immunoblotting was performed in with anti-258	

MAD2, anti-AURORA B and anti-TUBULIN antibodies. The phosphorylation status of histone 259	

H3 at serine 28 was probed using its phospho-site specific antibody. Histone H3 Western 260	

blotting was performed as a control. (E). HeLa cells and (F). WiT49 cells were transfected with 261	

control or MAD2 siRNA for 48 hours, followed by immunofluorescence analysis with anti-262	

MAD2 and anti-SURVIVIN antibodies. DNA was stained with Hoechst. Scale bar is 10 microns.   263	

 264	

Figure 3: MAD2 overexpression enhances AURORA B-mediated phosphorylation of histone 265	

H3 during mitosis 266	

(A). HeLa cells were transfected with an empty vector or MAD2 overexpression plasmid for 48 267	

hours, followed by immunoblotting with anti-MAD2 and phosphorylation specific antibodies 268	

against histone H3 residues serine 10 and serine 28. Western blotting with histone H3 and 269	

TUBULIN antibodies were performed as controls. (B). HeLa cells were transfected with vector 270	

or MAD2 overexpression plasmid for 48 hours, followed by immunofluorescence analysis with 271	

anti-MAD2 and anti-AURORA B antibodies to visualize the mitotic localization of AURORA B 272	

during metaphase. DNA was stained with Hoechst. Scale bar is 10 microns. (C). HeLa cells were 273	

transfected with vector or MAD2 overexpression plasmid for 48 hours followed by treatment 274	

with either DMSO or MG-132 (5 µM) for 4 hours. Immunoblotting was performed in with anti-275	

MAD2 and anti-AURORA antibodies. The phosphorylation status of histone H3 at serine 28 was 276	
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probed using its phospho-site specific antibody. Western blotting with histone H3 and 277	

TUBULIN antibodies were performed as controls. 278	

 279	

Figure 4: MAD1 has a limited role in the regulation of AURORA B-mediated mitotic functions 280	

(A). HeLa cells were transfected with control or MAD1 siRNA for 48 hours, followed by 281	

immunoblotting with anti-MAD1 and phosphorylation specific antibodies against histone H3 282	

residues serine 10 and serine 28. Western blotting with histone H3 and TUBULIN antibodies 283	

were performed as controls. (B). Immunofluorescence analysis of control and MAD1 siRNA 284	

transfected HeLa cells was performed with the indicated antibodies to visualize Aurora B 285	

localization and the phosphorylation status of histone H3 S10 and S28 residues during 286	

metaphase. DNA was stained with Hoechst. Scale bar is 10 microns.  287	











 

Supplementary Figure 

 

Supplementary Figure S1: MAD2 regulates Aurora B localization and the phosphorylation of 
histone H3 during mitosis 

(A). MCF7 cells were transfected with control, MAD2 siRNA or AURORA B siRNA for 48 h, 
followed by immunoblotting with anti-MAD2, anti-AURORA B and anti-TUBULIN antibodies 
for control. The phosphorylation status of histone H3 at S10 and S28 residues was probed with its 
phospho-site specific antibody. Histone H3 Western blotting was performed as a control. (B). 
Immunofluorescence analysis of control, MAD2 and AURORA B siRNA transfected MCF7 cells 
was performed using MAD2 and AURORA B antibodies during metaphase. DNA was stained 
with Hoechst. Scale bar is 10 microns.  
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